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MEMBERS' COMMENTS ON PREVIOUS ARTICLES. 
 
G/N/C Perforator.     Bulletin 249 Pg 14 
 
STEPHEN STEERE has informed me that this perforator of the General 
Nursing Council - now defunct - has now been donated to the  
society. Grateful thanks are expressed to Barbara Priddy for this  
gift, and to Stephen Steere for being in the right place at the  
right time. Stephen will bring it to Baden Powell House on May 11  
for members to examine. 
 
"Plastic"  (CT/StR Perfin)     Bulletin 249 Pg 14 
 
Although this has nothing to do with perfins, I mention this for  
the members who, like myself, are always interested in acquiring  
accurate information of any kind. After my questioning 'plastic  
at the turn of the century', MIKE BAVIN gives the following data - 
"The oldest plastic is Celluloid (1869); Casein plastic (1897);  
Bakelite (1909) although the basic chemistry was known in 1872".  
I am thoroughly squashed! ! 
 
London and Morley Meetings.     Bulletin 249 Pg 2 
 
BRIAN MERRYWEATHER has sent the following comments - which I am 
sure are much appreciated by the Officers of the Society. "As a  
novice collector of perfins, I would like to recommend the  
meetings held in London, Morley or elsewhere, as being most  
instructive and informative. The Officers and members present  
give freely of their extensive knowledge". 
 
IBHL Perfin     Bulletin 249 Pg 13 
 
Whist Checking through a letter of MAGNUS WERNER from Sweden he 
has made me aware that the article in Bulletin 248 Pg 6 was mis- 
leading. Tilles only shows one die for IBHL Cat.No.13 (not I.1300  
as stated) with details 6,16,13,8 7½mm high. Edwards has a  
second illustration for this perfin (I.0130.02) which has the same  
number of holes in each letter, but the letters are ½mm smaller  
with the I&B and HSL not being quite so close together. All  
perfins mentioned by myself and others appear to be of I.0130.02  
and I would be very interested to hear of any I.0130.01 or I.0140.01 
(I.B.H.L.) perfins on or off cover. 
 
Magnus Werner has I.0130.02 on the following:- 




